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it looks like the stock rom could be developed by the manufacturer. it comes with the device, built-in. but it can be removed by a xposed module
which is loaded automatically when installing this firmware. after the update the original stock rom would be loaded. such a rom is developed for
users who know how to work with modified roms and they feel secure to use customized firmware. additionaly, the application or module store
data on the partition. the used applications are integrated into the phone. if the xposed module is removed then you have to restore from
backup or factory reset your phone before the factory rom is loaded. the used storage device should be removed during the first step of the
firmware installation process. internal_link link download and install firmware base on your device check device your device has not been
flashed with any firmware its recommended to flash new firmware after backing up the data to your sd card.. there are people who love to root
their devices and customize the behavior of the phones. such activities can affect the phone in a lot of aspects. these files can be loaded by the
superuser system. if the superuser files are modified or deleted the phone might get stuck and would have to be restored to factory settings.
such a situation can be avoided by loading a full rom or stock rom. check the device its compatible with the latest firmware installation is almost
done. few things need to be checked such as data and call permissions is the app you want to install present on the phone? are there any
errors? if there are errors, can you fix them? internal_link link download and install firmware base on your device check device your device has
not been flashed with any firmware its recommended to flash new firmware after backing up the data to your sd card..
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rom files for your phone are embedded in a file called a dump, short for the recovery image dump file. the dump file in turn is embedded in a file
made up of.rar,.jpeg,.zip, or a combination of these file types. to keep you from having to understand the format of the file, we will just call them
dumps. if your phone is having trouble or the factory rom is missing, most custom roms are most likely available on rom sites such as androzer.

always be very cautious when installing a custom rom. most often these files don't come with any type of instructions or information. it is
recommended that you do not update your current rom unless you are willing to revert back to the factory default setting in the event of any

serious problems. on a cloudless day in the autumn of 1839, a peasant working in the fields of south italy discovered a strange, winged animal
that he had never seen before. it looked like a bird but was several times larger than the largest owl he knew and its body had a shiny, metallic
skin. the farmer ran to the nearest village, where he passed the news on to an apiarist, who was perplexed by the peculiar animal. after some

thought, the expert described the odd creature as a pterosaur, and the villagers made a deal with him. if the apiarist could capture one of these
winged beasts in a cage, he would be paid four gold coins per month. the farmer set out to fulfill this agreement. he borrowed a cage and

penned the pterosaur in a field with some hay. while watching the strange creature, the farmer was delighted to see that he was well equipped
with prehensile forelegs and a long, stiff, tail. because of its size, the local people decided to name it a dragon. the trainer then decided to free
the pterosaur. the legend goes that as it spread its own wings, it scared off a flock of birds, thus fulfilling the promise. the story became widely

known, and although the pterosaur became extinct during the cretaceous period, its name, of course, lived on. 5ec8ef588b
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